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INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION
UNAI TKMCE decided to celebrate the 71st independence day with inmates of balabhavan and
balikabhavan, Kollam in remembrance of the disappointing event happened in UP naming the event
GORAKHPUR,71.

VISION
Develop a new kind of attitude that conserves everyone around us and to provide everyone their rights
and dignities they deserve.
MISSION
Create an awareness among the youth about their roles and need in developing a good society and
then a good nation, since human is a social animal.
OBJECTIVES





To aware the students about their need in society to develop a good and fruitful nation
To make the students aware of the need on considering every human being.
Motivate the children to unleash the potential within themselves
Import moral values and culture to the children by spending quality time with them.

REPORT
The Independence Day celebration with the inmates of Balabhavan & Balikabhavan belongs to
2nd and 6th basic principles of UNAI.
 Principle. 2: A commitment to human rights, among them freedom of inquiry, opinion, and
speech.
 Principle. 6: A commitment to encouraging global citizenship through education.

While the country was busy celebrating nationality with the tricolour as always and modern ways
of expression, UNAI TKMCE decided to celebrate this 71st independence day with a few joyful
enthusiastic future citizens of the country…from the CSI balabhavan and balikabhavan ,Kollam in
remembrance of some of the that India lose in the disappointing incident that happened in UP naming
the event GORAKHPUR’71.
Later come the most fun part of the program, the cultural section where all the members
interacted with the children encouraging and helping them out with expressing themselves in front of
an audience leaving them happy, and confident about themselves. They sang , danced, played, talked,
and did all sorts of stuff freeing themselves out and relaxing out well with newly found friends in the
UNAI members.
And to close it up, as intended by the title of the program, 2 minutes of silence was observed in
remembrance of the 74 new born children lost from the country due to some disappointing
malfunctioning from the part of hospital authorities. Recognising the fact that developing a socially
responsible and reliable community ahead for the current citizens of the nation, UNAI was detrimental
in conducting the program which did fulfil the cause it behold successfully while also creating a long
lasting feeling of positive energy in the minds of both the volunteers and children create memories to
cherish rather than the thoughts of books and classrooms.
The volunteers departed from the balikabhavan leaving behind the impressions of thought in
the minds of the children and themselves also feeling great about such a good opportunity some of
them terming it as the best day in their life yet, also hoping for similar programs in the near future
ensuring higher participation.

